
Pavement/Kerb/ Road/Car Park/Staying Safe  

TERM: 
AUTUMN 

ROAD SAFETY THEME: 
Holding Hands 

Age group: 
PRE-SCHOOL 

 
Key Teaching Points:  
 

 Holding Hands- or holding a pushchair  

 Begin to be aware of the dangers around traffic 

 Understand the vocabulary: 
 
 

 
Curriculum Links: 
Knowledge & Understanding of the world /Place  
40-60months 
Communication, Language & Literacy/ language for thinking 
30-50months/40-66+months 

 
Preparation & Materials: (select what suits you best, use different ones 
each time as you revise the lesson during the term)  
Select from : 

 Posters 

 Photos taken of the road side and the car park area around the 
Setting 

 A story may be one told around a Setting toy’s experience! 

 A road, kerb mock up & role play materials 

 A  play mat with vehicles and people 

 When confident of children’s behavior & organization of sufficient 
adult support (may be take small no. of children at a time) - a visit 
to a real road side. 

Suggested Lesson: 
 
Discuss how children travel to Setting. How do they stay safe on the 
way? 
Talk about being safe when walking by the road with an adult, adult on 
side nearer to the road - hand holding /pram holding/. 
(look at posters /discuss story/have a child up to demonstrate) 
Introduce/ emphasize vocab.  
 
What goes along the road? – big fast wheels.  
Who goes on the path? – people on foot.  
Why are they kept apart? – Has anyone been bumped by a fast wheelie 
thing like a bike or pedal car? They’re hard, were they hurt! Think how 

Safe 



big, fast and hard things on the road are.  
 
Sort some toys or pictures of things that belong on the road or path. 
Are there any times when cars or other things from the road cross the 
path? – drive ways, alley ways, delivery vehicles and car parks!        
Stay with your adult! 
 
………… (break here if children have had enough for 
now!)……………………………………. 
 
Discuss dangers of car parks. Children are difficult for drivers to see. 
Illustrate this point with a picture/toys/going out to a car. Notice how 
small the child is and how far below window level.. 
Discuss - role play and practice what we can do to be safe – staying 
connected to an adult when near the road. 
……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………. 
Finish with learning some holding hands songs, and use regularly!  
End of session is always a good time. 
 
Adult led teaching to be followed by opportunity for free play with related 
materials. 
 

Assessment Opportunities: 
 

 Talk with the children during free play with the roads mat.  
What travels on the road? Who should stay off the road?  
What might the people walking along here be looking out for? 
(traffic on the road, drive ways, the petrol station entrance) 

 

 Use a story time story to discuss the ideas covered. 
 

 ‘Bring in a toy’ session - teach them road safety - note what the 
child ‘teaches’ the toy 

. 

 Dress children up as policeman / crossing patrol person – let them 
be the expert and look at some pictures of children by the road not 
staying with their adult… can they sort things out!! Or let them be 
the teacher for a group of toys or the adult and a small group of 
friends. 
 
 



Follow up ideas: 
 

 Involve the parents! Use a record sheet to record trips children 
make by the road safely with an adult, have key points to tick off. If 
the children clock up a chosen number of safe journeys they could 
earn a small prize such as a sticker or smiley biscuit! Or their 
photo with their adult up on the wall. 

 

 Use the above assessment activities. 
 

 Repeat the lesson with different stimuli – If last time you used 
pictures next time use toys or a walk outside. 

 

 Make woolly hand friends, to hold when singing Holding Hand 
Songs, take home as a reminder at the end of term? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


